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Due Date:
In order to receive credit for this assignment, your solution must meet the requirements specified in this

document, and be submitted, using the web handin command, by 8 AM, Friday, December 4th, 2015. If
you submit by Monday, December 7th you may receive 90% of the grade.

For this project, you may use any of the Lessons specified on the course web page or any of your previous
deliverables. However, you may not use any other sources or resources.

Project Specification:
The goal of this project is to provide an opportunity for you to develop your script writing skills. There

is a compressed directory on the Deliverables we page, project13, which contains two directories, pics and
dest. The first directory, pics, contains some images, as well as some other kinds of files. You should copy
the image files in pics, to a destination directory, such as dest, renaming them as you copy. When you
rename the image files you should use the naming scheme tree0, tree1, etc, attaching the suffix that the
source image file contained. For example, the two directories are currently populated as follows:

ls pics/

a.out* bonsai.jpg hello.cpp lavender.jpg pink1.jpg sam.jpg tree.jpg

bill.jpg download.jpg images.jpg main.py pink.jpg sam.png

$ ls dest/

pygame.jpg python.jpg

If you use your rename.py program with the following command, python rename.py pics dest,
then dest should contain:
$ ls dest/

pygame.jpg tree0.jpg tree2.jpg tree4.jpg tree6.jpg tree8.jpg

python.jpg tree1.jpg tree3.png tree5.jpg tree7.jpg tree9.jpg

Error Checking: Your program should check to see that the source directory exists; if it does not,
print a message and terminate gracefully. For example:

$ ./rename.py a b

Source directory "a" doesn’t exist

You should only copy images from the source directory, where images are any file whose suffix is .jpg,
.png, .bmp, .gif; your program should not copy or rename any other kinds of files. Also, your program
should check to determine if the destination directory exists; if it does not, your program should make it; if
it does, your program should leave any files currently in the destination directory untouched, but copy the
images from the source to this destination.
You must submit your assignment using the web handin command, which can be found at:

https://handin.cs.clemson.edu
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